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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE STATE OF OREGON

FOR THE COUNTY OF MARION

ELLEN ROSENBLUM, the Attorney General )
for the State of Oregon; STATE OF OREGON, )
by and through Ellen Rosenblum, the Attorney ) Case No. 14C20g43
General for the State of Oregon, the Oregon )
Health Authority, and the Oregon Department of) THE HONC?RABLE COURTLAND GEYER
Human Services; and the OREGON HEALTH )
INSURANCE EXCHANGE CORPORATION, ) DEFENDANTS ORACLE AMERICA, INC.,
dba Cover Oregon, an Oregon public ) STEPHEN BARTOLO, THOMAS BUDNAR,
corporation, ) KEV1N CURRY, SAFRA CATZ, AND

$RIAN KIM'S MOTION FOR .TUDGMENT
Plaintiffs, ) ON THE PLEADINGS (ALL CLAIMS)

vs. ) REDACTED COPY, ORIGINAL COPY
FILED UNDER SEAL PURSUANT TO

ORACLE AMERICA, INC., a Delaware ) AMENDED PROTECTIVE ORDER
corporation; STEPHEN BARTOLO, an
individual; THOMAS BUDNAR., an individual; ) (ORAL ARGUMENT REQUESTED)
KEVIN CURRY, an individual; SAFRA CATZ, }
an individual; BR.TAN KIM, an individual; RAVI )
PURI, an individual; and MYTHICS, INC., a )
Virginia corporation, )

Defendants.
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Y. UTCR 5.010 TNFURMATION

Pursuant to UTCR S.O10, counsel for defendants Oracle America, Inc. ("Oracle"), Drian

Kim, Kevin Curry, Thomas Budnar, Safra Catz, and Stephen Bartolo (collectively, "the

Individual Defendants") conferred in good faith by telephone and email with counsel for

plaintiffs regarding the bases for this motion. We were not able to resolve the dispute.

XI. UTCR 5.050 INFORM,~TION

Pursuant to UTCR 5.050, Oracle and the Individual Defendants request oral argument on

this motion and estimate that the time required for argument on this motion will be one (1) hour.

Official court reporting services are requested.

III. MOTION

Pursuant to ORCP 21 Ii, and 21 G(4), Oracle and the Individual Defendants move this

Court for an order entering judgment in their favor as to all Claims for Relief based upon the

following:

1. Oracle is entitled to judgment in its favor on all state-law claims asserted against

it because Plaintiffs seek the recovery of funds originating in federal grants, and Oregon statutes

require application of federal law in such circumstances;

2. Claims of violation of the Oregon False Claims Act ("OFCA") are preempted by

the Affordable Care Act, which expressly incorporates the federal False Claims Act ("FCA"),

because:

a. the OFCA impermissibly conflicts with the FCA by imposing a materially

different enforcement and penalty scheme with respect to federal funds; and

b. the assertion of such claims interferes with federal discretion on when and

how to enforce claims concerning the misuse of federal grant funds; and

c. Plaintiffs have a conflict of interest that precludes them from pursuing

federal funds,
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1 3. The OF'CA applies only to false claims for payment of state funds, and Plaintiffs

2 allege only false claims concerning federal grant funds.

3 4. Plaintiffs have suffered no injury, because the funds the State seeks to recover

4 originated exclusively with the federal government, and Plaintiffs have no interest in such

5 money.

6 In support of this Motion, Defendants rely on the following Points and Authorities and

7 the pleadings on file with the Caurt.

8 MEM(312ANDUM OF POINTS A1VD AUTHORIT~]ES

9 IV. INTRODUCTION

10 All of Oregon's claims against Oracle and the individual defendants fail under both

I 1 Oregon and federal law for one overriding reason. they purportedly are brought under Oregon

12 state law, yet they all seek recovery offederally-granted funds —nearly $300 million,worth —and

13 thus are based on injuries that are fundamentally federal in nature. On the following grounds,

1 ~ they must be dismissed:

15 First, Oregon statutes expressly require application of federal law in cases involving

16 federally-granted funds, thereby explicitly prohibiting the prosecution of such claims under state

17 law, as Oregon seeks to do here.

18 Second, the Oregon False Claims Act ("OFCA") claims are preempted by federal law on

19 two grounds: (i) as applied to federal grant funds, the OFCA impermissibly conflicts with the

20 federal False Claims Act ("FCA") (which is expressly incorporated into the federal Affordable

21 Care Act ("ACA")) by imposing its own separate and significantly different enforcement and

22 penalty scheme; and (ii) Oregon's prosecution of OPCA claims involving federal grant fitnds

23 interferes with the federal government's discretion to determine when and how to enforce

24 compliance with the ACA and federal grant law.

25 Indeed, Oregon has a cor~ict of interest that exacerbates this interference-with-federa]-

26 discretion problem and renders the State inherently incapable of protecting federal interests
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] tluough its OFCA claims. The conflict arises from the strong incentive Oregon has to conceal its

2 own potential liability to the federal government for improperly spending and administering the

3 ACA funding it received. Though the presence of the conflict is evident from the face of the

4 State's own complaint, lest them be doubt about the depth and breadth of the State's misconduct,

5 there are hundreds of documents that have been produced sn far in this case that demonstrate that

6 the State massively mismanaged the projects, and then engineered a public campaign to blame

7 Oracle fnr the State's own failings.

8 Third, even if Oregon's OFCA claims were not federally preempted, those claims fail as

9 a matter of law insofar as they concern invoices paid with federal grant funds. That is because

10 the OFCA only covers false "claims"—z. e,, requests or demands for money—that were paid at

11 least in part with state funds.

12 Fourth, all of Oregon's other claims—state-law fraud, breach of contract, and state-law

13 RICO ("OR.ICO"}--are fatally defective because Oregon has suffared no cognizable injuzy. It

14 seeks to recover federally-granted funds, all of which belong solely to the federal government

l5 and were expended through a distinctly federal program. If anyone suffered harm, it was the

16 federal government and ►rat Oregoir.

17 All of these grounds for dismissal have a common element. In bringing its state-law

18 claims against Qraele seeking recovery of federally-granted funds, Oregon is improperly

19 attempting to usurp the federal authority over and interest in those funds. The ACA constitutes a

20 massive federal overhaul of the nation's health caxe system, funded almost entirely with federal

21 funds, and structured according to very precise federal statutes and implementing regulations,

22 Justice Ginsburg has described the overarching federal role in the program: "Far from trampling

23 an States' sovereignty, the ACA attempts a federal solution for the very reason that the Stites,

24 acting separately, cannot meet the need," Nat'l Fed, of Indep. Businesses a Sebelius, 132 S. Ct.

25 2566, 262$ (2012) (Ginsburg, J., dissenting in pert. part). Thus, while states enjoy "wide

26 latitude" in certain respects, id., they were not liven broad discretion as to how to expend or
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1 recover the federal grant funds awarded to them under the ACA.

2 This federal interest is clew• and controlling here. Under Qregon's own statutes and

3 standards as well as federal law, Oregon's claims are impermissible and must be dismissed..

4 V. LEGAL STANDARD

5 Under URCP 21 ~, any party may move for judgment on the pleadings "[a]fter the

6 pleadings are closed, but within such time as not to delay ttre trial." No such prejudice to the

7 trial date exists here; discovery will continue while the rrzotion is pending. In considering a Rule

S 21 B motion, the Court must apply the same standards applicable to motions to dismiss under

9 ORCP 21 A(8). Compare Boyer v. Salomon Smith Barney, 344 Or. 583, 586, 188 P.3d 233

10 (200$), with faajur v. Legacy Good Sarnttritan Hosp. &Mee! Ctr., 344 Or. 525, 528-529, 185

11 P.3d 446 (2008). Thus, a court must accept al! well-pleaded factual allegations in a complaint as

12 true. See Swanson v, Warner, 125 Or. App. 524, 526, 865 P.2d 493 (1993). A court should give

13 na weight, however, to legal conclusions unsupported by the facts alleged. See Lourim v.

14 Swenson, 328 Or, 38~, 384, 977 P.2d 1157 (1999) ("Conclusions of law alone * * *are

15 insufficient"); Huang v. Claussen, 147 Or. App. 330, 334, 936 P.2d 394 (1997) ("[M]ere

16 recitation of the elements of a particular claim for relief, without more, is not a statement of

17 ultimate facts sufficient to constitute that claim for relief'), ]dismissal and/or judgment is

18 appropriate where a plaintiff fails to assert a cognizable legal theory or, though asserting a

19 cognizable legal theory, alleges facts that do not make out a violation, See Zehr v. Haugen, 318

20 Or, d47, 655-56, S71 P.2d 100b (1994). Moreover, a court may only draw reasonable inferences

21 from the facts alleged. See Rarraex, Inc. v. Nw, Basic Indus., 176 Or. App. 7S, 85, 29 ~'.3d 1211

22 (2001}; Lowe v. Philip Morris USt1, Inc., 344 Or. 403, 407 n.l, 183 P.3d 181 (2008).

23 Oregon courts also "shall dismiss" claims over which they lack subject matter

24 jurisdiction, ORCP 21 G(4). "Subject matter jurisdiction is the authority to deal with the general

25 subject involved." Greeni~rger v. Cromwell, 127 Or, App. 435, 438, 873 P.2c~ 377 (1994). "It

26 exists when the canstitution, the legislature or the law has told a specific court to do sometMng
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1 about the specific kind of dispute in issue." Id. (citing School Dist. No. 1, hiult. Co. v. Nflsen,

2 2b2 Or. 559, 566,, 499 P,2d 1309 (1472)). "Circuit courts have subject matter jurisdiction over

3 all actions unless a statute or rule of law divests them of jurisdiction." Id. While this can include

4 federal causes of action, the circait courts of Oregon lack subject matter jurisdiction where there

5 is a "provision by Congress to the contrary or disabling incompatibility between the Federal

6 claim and state-court adjudication." Gulf Offshore Cn, v. Mobil Oil Corp., 453 U.S. 473, 477-78

7 (1981). For the reasons discussed more fully below, both Oregon statutes and govemin~ federal

8 law foreclose this Court's adjudicatipn of the State's claims asserted here.

9 VI. ARGUMENT

10 A. Oregon's Own Statutes Expressly Preclude All of Oregon's State I,aw Claims.

1 l Tn this case, the State of Oregon and several of its agencies or related entities (the Oregon

12 Health Authority {"OHA"), the Oregon Department of Human Services ("DHS"), and the

13 Oregon Department of Business and Consumer Services ("DCBS") as successor to the Oregon

] 4 Health Insurance Exchange Corporation, dba Cover ~regan) ("Cover Oregon") have brought

1 S claims under state law that seek recovery of federal grant funds. Relevant provisions of the

16 Oregon Revised Statutes, however, expressly and unanimously require that federal laws and

17 rules govern in cases involving fedexal grant funds. These statutes supexsede or preclude

18 application of state law that might otherwise apply. They include one catchall provision with

19 extremely broad applicability, and several additional provisions that govern the specific state

20 agencies involved in this litigation. Together, these statutes codify the Oregon Legislature's

21 unequivocal intent that federal laws should control where federal grant funds are at issue, and

22 that state laws are completely displaced in such circumstances. Inasmuch as (i) Oregon brought

23 all of its claims under state law, (ii) federal funds indisputably supported the work on the health

24 insurance exchange ("HIX") that is the subject of the litigation, and (iii) the funds Oregon seeks

25 to recover are Federal funds, all of Oregon's claims aze unauthorized, unlawful, and ultra vires

26 under Oregon's own statutory scheme.
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1 Oregon law expressly precludes application of state law in cases concerning federal grant

2 fiends. ORS § 283,020 provides: "Iri all cases where federally gra~:te~ifunds are involved, the

3 federal tatiUs, rules and regulations applicable thereto slratl govern[.]" (Emphasis added). The

4 general operating statutes of the Oregon agencies involved in the HIX project employ equivalent

5 language, One explicitly refers to preemption in its title, "Federal law supersedes state law,"

6 Another begins with the language "[rr)atwitlrstaa~ding a►ry other provisiai of Caw, federal law

'7 shall govern." (Emphasis added). These statutes confirm the Oregon's Legislature's broad

8 intent to embrace federal preemption principles:

9 ~ The provision in the Department of Human Services chapter is titled, "Federal law

10 supersedes state lr~su," and provides, "In all cases where federr~lty granted funds are

11 involved, the ferteral lttws, rules and regulations applicable thereto s11a11 govern

12 notwithstanding any provision to the contrary in [various DHS statutes]." ORS

13 § 409.040 (emphasis added).

14 « The provision in the Oregon Health Authority chapter provides, "Nohvitl:standing

15 nrcy oilier provisior: of law, federal laws shall govern the administration of federally

16 granted funds. The Director of the Oregon Health Authority may request a waiver of

17 any federal law in order to fully implement provisions of state law using federally

18 granted funds." OR5 § 413.071 (emphasis added).

19 • The provision in the Cover Oregon chapter provides, "In all cases where federally

20 granted funds are involved and the applicable federal laws, rules and regulations

21 conflict with any provision of sections 1 to 11 and 13 to 23 of this 2011 Act

22 [establishing Cover Oregon], or require additional conditions not required under state

23 statute, the applicable federal requirementgover~:s." 2011 Or. Laws Ch. 415 § 13.E

2~ 'The Oregon legislature's decision in 2015, to abolish Cover Oregon and assign. its functions to

the Department of Consumer and Business Services under SB l (2015) does not change this
25 analysis as it pertains to Cover Oregon's claims. The specific state-law preclusion statute at

issue for Cover Oregon, 2011 Or. Laws Ch. 415 § 13, was not repealed by SB 1 (2015) and
z6 remains in effect, Moreover, under the terms of SB 1, the "transfer of powers, rights, obligations
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1 The key language .above, "federal law shall govern," is standard language preempting the

2 application of.state law, See Empire HealthChoice Assurance, Inc. v. McVeigh, 396 F.3d 136,

3 146 n.10 (2d Cir. 2005) (Sntomayor, J.) ("If Congress had not wished to limit the types of state

4 laws subject to preemption, it could have quite easily provided that `federal law shall govern the

5 interpretation and enforcement of contract terms under this chapter which relate to the nature,

6 provision, or extent of coverage or benefits."') (emphasis added), aff'd, SG7 U.S. 677 (2006).

7 In this case, there is no question that Oregon has brought exclusively state-law claims:

8 cornman-law fraudulent inducement, common-law breach of contract, OFCA and ORICO.

9 There also is no question that Oregon's claims seek to recover and keep for Oregon's own

10 benefit federal grant funds—grant funds that the federal Department of Health and Human

11 Services ("HHS") paid to Oregon agencies as grantees to develop Oregon's HTX. The federal

] 2 origin of the funds in question is clear from Oregon's complaint and Cover Oregon's financial

13 statements. (See 1st Am. Compl. ¶¶ 44-48 (describing initial federal grant of $G8 million

14 awarded in 2011); id. ¶ 101 (alleging that Caver Oregon's business plan called for it to be funded

15 entirely by federal grants through 2014 and for operations to be funded through other revenues

16 beginning only in 2015); id. ¶ 109 (further alleging funding from a federal grant); Declaration of

17 Karen Johnson-McKewan ("Johnson-McI~ewan Decl.") Exhibit 20 at 6-7 (Oregon Health Ins.

18 Exchange Corp. 2013 and 2014 financial statements explaining that federal grants of $231.7

19 million accounted for almost all of Cover Oregon's revenue - for 2012-14; that HIX operating

ZD and liabilities" of Cover Oregon "to the Director of the Department of Consumer and Business

Services by section 1 of this 2015 Act does nofi affect any action, proceeding or prosecution

~1 involving or with respect to such powers, rights, obligations anal liabilities begun before and

pending at the time of the transfer, except that the State of Oregon, by and through the
22 Department of Consumer and Business Servrces, is substituted for the Oregon Health Insurance

Exchange Corporation in the action, proceeding or prosecution." 2015 Or. Laws Ch. 3, § 5. The

~3 statute further provides that the transfer itself did not affect any substantive rights or liabilities

(with one exception not pertinent here): "(2) The rights, obligations and liabilities of the Qregon
24 Health Insurance Exchange Corporation legally incurred before the operative date of section 1 of

25 this 2015 Act are transferred to the Department of Consumer and Business Services. The

department is the successor to those rights, obligations and liabilities, notwithstanding any

prahabition nn assignment contained in contracts assumed by the department under sections 1
26 and 2 ofthis 2015 Act." Id., § 6.
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1 costs during those years were fully funded by the federal grants; and that $6.6 million separately

2 raised by Cover Oregon in 2Q14 was placed in reserve account); id. at 15 (discussing Cover

3 Oregon's reliance on federal grant funding through December 31, 2014, and its use of federal

4 grant funds for start-up costs in 2011).) OHA, DHS, and Cover Oragon in turn used these

5 federal funds to pay contractors providing services to help develop the HIX, including Oracle.

6 These funds never last their federal character and always remained federal funds, even

7 when channeled through state entities and astate-created public corporation as grantees. That is

8 because the funds always had to be used in conformance with federal law, federal regulation, and

9 the terms of the federal award and, at all times, remained subject to federal oversight and control

10 and reimbursable to the federal government if expended improperly on unallowable costs.3 See

11 In re Joliet-Will Cty. Corry. Aaron ,4gency, 847 F.2d 430, 432 (7th Cir. 1988) (Posner, J.)

12 (pointing to extensive federal regulatory controls in holding that federal grant funds in the hands

13 of the grantee, as well as personal property purchased with grant money, remained federal

14 property, and the grantee was essentially "a trustee, custodian, or other intermediary, who

15 is merely an agent for the disbursal of funds belonging to another," with "nominal" ownership);

16 2
Rs this docwnent is a publicly available financial statement of aquasi-public corporation that is

1 ~ a plaintiff in this case, oracle herebv asks the Court to take iudicial notice of it. See SAIF v.

Calde►•, 157 Or. Apn, 224, 227, 969 P.2d 1050 (19981 (Affirming that a court may take iudicial

1 g notice of facts capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to sources whose accuracy

cannot reasonaUly be questionedl. Alternatively, this motion should be considered a motion for

1 g summary iud~ment and Plaintiffs should be required to demonstrate the existence of a material

fact regarding whether federal grant funds were used to pay Oracle. See Slagle v. Hubbard, 176

20 Or. App. 1, 3, 29 P.3d 1195 (2001) (simultaneously granting defendants' motion for judgment on

the pleadings and motion for summary judgment, which defendants brought in the alternative on

21 the theory that "the pleadings and the evidence were insufficient as a matter of law to establish

[the alleged claims].")

~2 3 For example, if a state's Medicaid payment to a provider proves to be wnallowable due to a

23 
false claim ar other deficiency, the federal government recovers its full share of any funds

recovered by the state. (See Johnson-McKewan Decl. Exhibit 21 (Centers for Medicare and

Medicaid Services. HHS statement explaining its "policy regarding refunding of the Federal

24 share of Medicaid overpayments, damages, fines and penalties, and any other component of a

25 
legal judgment or settlement r~+hen a State recovers pursuant to legal action under its State False

Claims Act (SFCA)" and stating that the Social Security Act's "broad ma~idate demands that a

26 
State return not only the Federal amount originally paid attributable to fraud or abuse, but also

a[] [Federal Medical Assistance Percentage]-rate proportionate share or any other recovery"),)
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1 id. at 433 (affirming that "federal funds in the hands of a grantee remain the property of the

2 federal government unless and until expended in accordance with the terms of the grant"); Hayle

3 v. United States, 815 F.2d 879, 882 (2d Cir. 1987) (holding that where the federal government

4 "exercised sufficient supervision and control over [grantee's] funds," the fur►ds "were moneys of

5 the United States" subject to federal embezziernent laws); (Office of Management and Budget,

6 Cast Principles for State, Local, and Indian Tribal Gavemments, Circular Na. A-87, Attach, A ¶

7 C.2, available at https://www.Whitehouse.gov/omb/circulars_a087_2004/#c (obligating states to

8 spend federal grant funds only nn "allowable" costs, which include "reasonable costs"

9 conforming to federal law, federal regulation, and the terms of the federal award).)4 All of

10 Oregon's claims rest exclusively on state law, allege wrongs concerning the expenditure of

11 federally-granted funds, and seek recovery of federally-grar►ted funds. They are therefore

12 unauthorized, unlawful, and ultra vires under Oregon's awn statutory scheme. They must be

13 dismissed.

14 B. Federal Law Preempts Oregon's OFCA Claims.

15 Just as Oregon law precludes application of the OFCA in cases involving federally-

16 granted funds, federal law itself preempts the OFCA in cases involving federally-granted funds.

17 Under the doctrine of cotlflict preemption, federal law supplants state law "where `compliance

18 with both state and federal law is impossibla,' or where `the state law stands as an obstacle to the

19 accomplishment and execution of the full purposes and objectives of Congress."' Oneok, Inc. v.

2p Learjet, Inc,, 135 S. Ct, 1591, 1595 (2015) (internal quotation marks and citations omitted),5

21

22

23

24

25

26

4 See also 7ohnson-McKewan Decl. Exhibit 22 (GAO R.edbaok stating that "grant funds in the

hands of u grantee continue to be treated as federal funds" and that "the courts] reject[]" the

argument that "the fiuids or property were no longer federal funds ar property," irrespective of

whether "the funds may have been commingled with nonfederal funds" because the "holdings

are based on khe continuing responsibility of the federal government to oversee the use of the

funds") (citations omitted, emphasis added).

5 A second form of preemption—field preemption—is also material here. Under field
ureemution, "the States are precluded from re~ulatin~ conduct in a field that Congress, actin

within its proper authority, has determined must be regulated by its exclusive governance" as the

result of either a "framework of regulation `so pervasive * * *that Congress left no room for the
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1 State laws typically pose an obstacle to federal law in either of two situations; (a) when they

2 impose their nwn differing remedies ar standards for conduct that violates federal law, or (b}

3 when the state usurps the federal role, including the federal government's discretion, in enforcing

4 a federal law.

5 The ACA itself explicitly codifies preemption doctrine for any state law conflicting with

6 its terms. As the Eighth Circuit has explained, Section 1321 (d) of the ACA provides that any

7 sCate law that conflzcts with the ACA rs preempted. See St. Louis Effort for AID5 v. Huff, 782

8 F.3d 1016, 1022 (8th Cir. 2015) (Section 1321(d) means that "those state laws that `hinder ar

9 impede' the implementation of the ACA run afoul of the Supremacy Clause"); 42 U.S.C.

10 18Q41(d) ("[n]othing in this title shall be construed to preempt any State law that does not

11 prevent the application of the provisions of this title"}. By explicitly codifying conflict-

12 preemption doctrine, the ACA demonstrates "the clear and manifest purpose of Congress,"

13 Medtronic, Inc. v, Lohr, 518 U.S. 470, 485 (1996} (citation omitted), that any state law or

14 regulatory scheme that conflicts with Title I of the ACA is preempted by the ACA.

15 These conflict preemption principles apply here. Oregon is using a state anti-fraud

16 statute to recover federal funds granted to implement a federal program (the ACA) with its own

17 anti-fraud requirements and mechanisms. The ACA makes the federal government responsible

18 for monitoring and enforcing federal requirements regarding the creation of state health

19 insurance exchanges, including how federal funds are used. Section 1313(a)(6) of the ACA

20 explicitly incorporates the standards and sanctions of the federal FCA for all payments made

21 (i.e., federal funds used) in connection with an exchange: "Paymants made by, through, or in

22 connection with an Exchange axe subject to the False Claims Act * * * if those payrr►ents include

23 States to sunnlement ik' or where there is a `federal interest "` * * so dominant that the federal

system will be assumed to preclude enforcement of state laws on the same subject." Arizona v,

~4 United States, 132 S. Ct. 2492, 2501 (2012). In cases where a state statute can~licts with an

25 overarching federal statute, field preemption may overlap with conflict preemption, such that the

Supreme Court has applied both doctrines jointly without worrying about semantic precision.

See, e.g., id, at 2503. For that reason, this motion focuses on conflict preemption principles, but
z6 field preemption principles apply as well.
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1 any Federal funds." 42 U.S.C. § 18033.(a)(6). Moreover, Subsection 1313(a)(5) of the ACA

2 imposes a mandatory duty an the HHS Secretary to "implement any measure or procedure

3 that. * * * is appropriate to reduce fraud and abuse in the administration of this title," ir►cludang

4 the use of federal funds to establish an exchange. 42 U.S.C. §§ 18033(a)(5), 18Q31(a). The

5 HHS Secretary thus has the express "authority to oversee financial integrity, compliance with

6 HHS standards, and efficient and non-discriminatory administration of State Exchange

7 activities." 78 Fed. Reg. 65,046, 65,048 (Oct. 30, 2013) (final rule).

8 Given the federal government's broad mandate under the ACA to oversee the integrity of

9 the use of federal funds to establish state exchanges, Oregon's OFCA claims against oracle are

10 categorically preempted on two separate grounds. First, the OFCA imposes substantially

11 different standards of conduct and remedies than the federal scheme despite addressing the same

12 conduct. Second, the OFCA disrupts and interferes with the Federal government's discretion to

13 determine when and how to enforce compliance with the ACA's anti-fraud provisions. That is

14 particularly so under the circumstances of this case, where Oregon has an irreconcilable conflict

15 of interest in targeting Oracle as the culpable party when Oregon itself is potentially liable to the

16 federal government for the same claims. Oregon's OFCA claims should be dismissed on both

17 grounds.

18 1. Oregon's OFCA claims interfere with the method Congress chose far

19 prosecuting false claims involving federal funds awarded under the ACA. State law "is pre-

20 empted if it interferes with the methods by which tl~e federal statute was designed to reach [its

21 goal." Intl Paper Co, v. Ouellette, 479 U.S. 481, 494 (1987). Under this test, even if the goals

22 of state law mirror federal objectives, whenever "`two separate remedies are brought to bear on

23 the same activity,"' ar a state has imposed separate "standazds of conduct incottsistent with the

24 substantive requirements" of federal law, conflict preemption occurs, because such "` [conflict] in

25 technique can be fully as disruptive to the system Congress erected as conflict in overt policy."'

26 Wisconsin Dept of Indus., Labor &Harman Betatrons v. Gould, Inc., 475 U.S. 282, 286 (1986)
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1 (citation omitted), Both of these considerations—different standards of conduct and different

2 remedies—are in play here. As applied to federal grant funds expended under the ACA, the

3 OFCA conflicts with the federal FCA by expanding the scope of wrongful conduct and by

4 altering the recovery scheme.

5 First, under the federal PCA, only false statements "material" to false claims are

6 actionable; under Oregon's OFCA statute, at least as 4regan has framed its claims, any false

7 statement, material or not, made in the course of presenting a claim is actionable. Compare 3I

S U.S,C. § 3729(a}(1)(B) N~ith ORS 180,755(1)(b). The materiality requirement is crucial to

9 preserving dle federal FCA's intent to prevent fraud, and federal courts strictly enforce it in order

10 to bar both qui tam relators and the federal government from converting ordinary contract

l l disputes into federal FCA actions. See, e,g.; United States ex rel. Badr v. Triple Canopy, Inc.,

12 775 P.3d 628, 637 (4th Cir. 2015) ("The best manner for continuing to ensure that plaintiffs

13 cannot shoehorn a breach of contract claim into an FCA claim is `strict enforcement of the Act's

14 materiality and scienter requirements,"') (quoting U~rited Stales v. Sci. Applications Irtt'! Corp.,

15 b26 F.3d 1257, 1270 (D.C. Cir. 2010)); United States ex rel. Hutcheson v. Blackstone Med., Inc.,

16 647 F.3d 377, 388 (1st Cir. 2Q11) (same).6 Oregon's assertion of OFCA claims for false

17 statements against Defendants in this case is, therefore, an attempt to expand Defendants'

18 liability beyond what Congress contemplated in incorporating the FCA into the ACA.

19 Second, under the OFCA, an individual's failure to disclose ar► OFCA violation is itself a

20 separate violation of the OFCA, which subjects the silent party to the same range of substantial

21 civil penalties and damages as the actual violator, See SRS 180,755(1)(1}. The federal FCA, by

22 6 A leading FCA scholar describes materiality as a "critical" or "essential" element of the FCA.

(See Jotu~ T. Boese, The Past, Present, and Future of "Materiality" under the False Ctaims Act,

~~ 3 St, Louis U. J. of Health Law &Policy 291, 292 (2Q10) ("[m]ateriality is a critical

determination"); id. at 294 ("materiality is one of two key issues (the other being intent) that

24 renders an otherwise innocent defendant liable under the FCA"); id. at 302 ("Materiality is

critical to one issue of great importance to hospitals * * *"); Jahn T. Boese, CCH Civil False

2$ Claims and Qui Tam Actions, § 2.04 Materiality, 2015 WL 4602836, at 2 (2015) ("concepts of

falsity and materiality are essential for FCA liability"); id. at 16 ("the concept of materiality [iJs

26 an essential element of liability under the False Claims Act").)
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1 contrast, does not proscribe ox punish the failure to disclose a violation. This, too, means that the

2 ~FCA outlaws more conduct and different conduct than does the federal FCA.

3 Third, in its Opposition to the Motion to Dismiss previously filed by the individual

4 Defendants (at 50), Oregon has maintained that the OFCA proscribes material omissions from

5 statements made in support of claims for payment, citing, inter alia, ORS 180.755, OR5

6 180.760(5), and ORS 180.750(2}(c). The federal FCA, by contrast, does not apply to omissions.

7 Fourth, under Oregon law, the Stace's litigation fees and casts, including the costs of

8 investigation, are recovered first. Under federal cost-recovery principles, however, such Fees and

9 costs are not allowable, meaning they cannot be paid to the State out of federal funds. Compare

10 ORS 180,780 with OMB Circular No. A-87, Attach. B ¶ 19(a)(4) (stating that "[c]osts of

11 prosecutorial activities" are not allowable unless specified by the program statute or regulation),

12 These and other disparities make the OPCA's scope and enforcement remedies

13 significantly broader than its federal counterpart. Therefore, as applied to fedexal fixnds awarded

14 under the ACA, the OFCA impermissibly conflicts with federal law. See, e.g., Arizona, 132 S.

15 Ct. at 2503 (finding conflict in "inconsistency between [a state law] and federal law with respect

16 to penalties"); id. at 2505 (finding "conflict in the method of enforcement"); Wisconsin Dept,

17 ~ Other departures include: (1) different definitions of a "claim;" the OFCA expressly includes

18 "services" and "benefits," whereas the FCA does not, compare ORS 180.750(1)-(2) with 31

U,S.C. § 3724(b)(2); and (2) different penalties and damages; the OFCA provides that a "court

shall award to the state all damages ansing from a violation of DRS 180.755" and, in addition,

19 "shall award to the state a penalty equal to the greater of $10,000 for each violation or an amount

2Q equal to twice the amount of damages incurred for each violation," whereas the federal law

allows the government to recover three times the damages and $5,500 to $11,000 per penalty.

Compare ORS 180.760(4) with 31 U.S.C. § 3729(x).
21

Moreover, Oregon's expansive interpretation of the OFCA takes it far beyond the reach of the

~2 FCA in key respects. Far example, as addressed in the briefing on the individual Defendants'

Motion to Dismiss, Oregon contends that any statement made "in the course of presenting a

~3 claim"—language that is not present in the FCA—applies to statements made by individuals who

are not themselves presenting a claim. (5/11/15 Opp. to Mot. to Dismiss at 29-30). While

24 Defendants continue to vigorously dispute Oregon's expansive interpretation of that provision,

Oregon's interpretation, if it is not reversed by this Court or an appellate court, would give the

25 OFCA a substantially broader reach than the FCA, particulazly as to individual defendants.

Statements made 6y individuals who are not themselves presenting a claim far payment are not

z6 actionable under the FCA.
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1 475 U.S, at 286 (imminent conflict occurs "whenever `two separate remedies are brought to bear

2 an the same activity"').

3 Lest there be any doubt about the impact of the OFCA's conflicts with the federal FCA,

4 Qregan's claims in this case exceed those that could be brought under the federal FCA. Unlike

5 its fraud and breach of contract claims, which contain materiality requirements and are pled

6 accordingly, (see 1st Arn. Compl. ¶¶ 187, 198, 28Q, 295, 316) Oregon's OFCA claims make no

7 such allegations of materiality, allegations it would have to prove under the federal FCA. (See

8 rd. at ¶¶ 207-10, 2~4-18, 222-25, 229-31, 235-38, 242-46, 251-53, 256-59, 263-67, 271-74,)

9 Likewise, Oregon has asserted that individual Defendant Thomas Budnar is liable for alleged

10 omissions arising from his purported failure to correct misstatements by another Defendant. (See

11 1st Am. Compl. ¶¶ 242(a), 242(c), 242(d), 246,) Such claims are not actionable under the

12 federal PCA. Oregon also is seeking reimbursement of its fees and costs, including the costs of

13 investigation, in this action, which, under Oregon law, must be awarded on a priority basis, See

14 ORS 180.780; (1st Am. Compl. ¶¶ 213, 221, 228, 234, 241, 250, 255, 262, 270, 277.). Under

15 federal law, na federal grantee may seek such relief, let alone priority relief, in an action seeking

ld recovery of federal grant funds subject to OMB Circulaz No. A-87. Hence, this is a clear case

17 where "`two separate remedies are brought to bear on the same activity,"' and where a state has

18 imposed separate "standards of conduct inconsistent with the substantive requirements" of

19 federal law. Wisconsin Dept, 475 U.S. at 286 (citation omitted); see also Arizona, 132 S. Ct. at

20 2503, 2505 (citing "inconsistency * * *regarding penalties" and "conflict in the method of

Zl enforcement").

22 The Supreme Court's recent decision in Arizona v. United States is instructive. In

23 Arizona, the Court struck down a state-law provision making it a misdemeanor for

24 undocumented aliens to work when no such criminal sanction existed under federal law, even

25 though the state law was enacted to assist the federal government in enforcing federal

26 immigration laws. It reasoned that enforcing the state-law provision "would interfere with the
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1 careful balance struck by Congress" by creating "a conflict in the method of enforcement."

2 Arizona, 132 S. Ct. at 2505, The Court also struck dawn a separate provision making it a state

3 misdemeanor for an undocumented alien to fail to carry a registration card because it outlawed

4 more conduct and prescribed more draconian penalties than federal law.$ See id. at 2502-03. As

5 the Court explained, "[p]ermitting the State to irnpase its own penalties far the federal offenses

6 here would conflict with the careful framework Congress adopted * * *This state framework of

7 sanctions creates a conflict with the plan Congress put in place." Itl. That is exactly what

8 Oregon is attempting to do here.

9 This principle has been widely applied, both by the Supreme Court and lower courts. For

10 instance, in Wisconsin Dept, the Court held that a Wisconsin statute that debarred certain repeat

l 1 violators of the National Labor Relations Act ("NLRA") from doing business within the state

12 was preempted by the NLRA because it superimposed state remedies and enforcement on a

13 federal scheme, a fundamental conflict. As the Court explained, "States [are prevented] not only

14 from setting forth standards of conduct inconsistent with the substantive requirements of the

l 5 NLR.A, but also from providing their own regulatory or judicial remedies far conduct prohibited

16 or arguably prohibited by the Act." 475 U.S. at 286. Doing so interferes with Congress's

17 scheme "by adding a remedy to those prescribed by the NLRA," id. at 287, providing the State

18 with a remedy not available to the NLRB, id., and expanding the range of punitive sanctions, id.

19 at 288 n.S.9

20

21

22

23

2~

25

26

& Notably, Arizona did not rest on the primacy of the federal government's plenary role in

immigration issues, i.e., it did not apply a broad, generalized field-preemption analysis

precluding all state regulation related to immigration. For instance, the Court ruled that a

different provision of Arizona law that did not pose a substantial con#lict with federal laws was

not preempted despite its overlap with federal immigration laws, See id. at 2507-10. Thus, even

though it arose in the context of a subject generally reserved to plenary federal power, Arizona's

preemption analysis is strong precedent for reviewing other state schemes that abstract a federal

scheme,
9 Numerous other cases have found analogous disparities between federal and state enforcement

schemes sufficient to warrant preemption. See, e.g., Buckman Co. v, Plaints' Legal Comm.,

53.1 U.S. 341, 347-4$ (2001) (holding that states may not impose their own punislunent for fraud

on the FDA); Crosby v. Nat'l Foreign Trade Council, 530 U.S. 363, 38d (2000) ("the
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1 The same principles apply here, The absence of any materiality requirement in the

2 OFCA, the proscription against the failure to report violations, the alleged liability for material

3 omissions, and the priority recovery of the State's Fees, costs and investigative expenses all make

4 the Oregon scheme substantially more expansive and draconian than the federal scheme when it

5 comes to recovering federal funds. The Oregon Legislature, like the Arizona Legislature, went

6 in a drrectian that Congress specifically and deliberately rejected. See Arizona, 132 S, Ct. at

7 2504; cf. Fidelity Fed. Say. &Loan Assn v. De la Cuesta, 458 U.S. 141, 156 (1982) (finding

8 conflict preemption where state law limited availability of option that federal agency considered

9 essential).

10 Given the substantial differences between the 4FCA and the federal FCA, Oregon may

11 not use the OFCA as an enforcement mechanism as to federal funds awarded ur►der the ACA

12 grant program. That program specifically provides for the federal FCA to be utilized and for the

13 HHS Secretary to provide oversight and enforcement. Oregon's OFCA claims are preempted.

14 2. Oregon's OFCA claims interfere with federal enforcement power. Another

l5 iype of obstacle preemption leads to the same result, If a state law interferes with a vital federal

16 interest, such as "the discretion of the Federal Governnnent" as to how and when to enforce its

17 laws, the state law is in conflict with federal law and is preempted. Arizona, 132 S. Ct. at 2506;

1~ see also, e.g., Crosby, 530 U.S, at 373-74, 374-77 (holding that federal law's "delegation of

19 inconsistency of sanctions [may] undermine[ ]the congressional calibration of force"); Geier v.

20 Am. Honda Motor Co., 529 U.S. 861, 886 (Z00~) (holding that state tort lawsuit seeking to

impose liability for lack of airbags was preempted where federal agency had intended for

21 flexibility in required safety devices); Ar•iaona Drea»i Act Coal. v. Brewer, 757 F.3d 1053, 1062-

63 (9th Cir. 2014} (holding that state law prohibiting undoctunented immigrant children from

22 obtaining driver's licenses conflicted with federal government policy allowing such immigrants

23 
to work, even if conflict was not direct on its face); Villas at Par~kside Prtrrrs. a City of Farmers

Branch, Tex,, 726 I'.3d 524, 528-36 (5th Cir. 2Q13) (en bane) (holding that statute imposing

24 criminal sanctions for harboring undocumented aliens was preempted by federal immigrations

law lacking such sanctions), cent denied, 134 S. Ct. 1491 (2014); United States v. Alabama, 691

25 F,3d 12b9, 1287-88, 1292-96 (l lth Cir. 2012) (holding that statutes imposing criminal sanctions

for undocumented aliens and prohibiting contracts with undocumented aliens conflicted with and

26 were preempted by federal statutes lacking such provisions), cent denied, 133 S. Ct. 2022 {2013),
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1 effective discretion to the President to control economic sanctions" preempted state or local

2 sanctions intended to augment federal sanctions). A state, in short, may not uscnp the federal

3 government's enforcement power over federal programs when Congress has entrusted that power

4 to a federal agency. Yet that is exactly what Oregon seeks to do here: by bringing its own claims

5 in its own court under its awn laws to recover federal futrds, Oregon has unilaterally usurped the

6 authority of the Secretary of HHS and the Department of Justice to enforce compliance with the

7 provisions of the ACA regarding the establishment of state health insurance exchanges and with

8 federal gr~.nt requirements.

9 Oregon's prosecution of ~FCA claims to recover federal funds awarded under the ACA

10 plainly interferes with federal enforcement discretion and the overriding federal interest in

11 ensuring proper administration of federal grants. Arizona proscribes precisely this kind of

12 interference. The Supreme Court held that, because provisions in Arizona law divested federal

13 immigration officers of the discretion to decide who to detain and who to remove from the

14 United States, they were preempted, See Arizona, 132 S. Ct, at 2503 ("Were § 3 to come into

15 farce, the State would have the power to bring criminal charges against individuals for violating

16 a federal law even in circumstances where federal officials in charge of the comprehensive

17 scheme determine that prosecution would frustrate federal policies."); id. at 2506 ("By

18 authorizing state officers to decide whether an alien should be detained for being removable, § 6

19 violates the principle that the removal process is entrusted to the discretion of the Federal

20 Government"). This type of obstacle preemption is well-established. See, e.g., Buckman, 531

21 U.S, at 348 (finding that federal scheme that "amply empowers the FDA to punish and deter

22 fraud against the [FDA]" is used by the FDA "to achieve a somewhat delicate balance of

23 statutory objectives" and could "be skewed by allowing fraud-on-the-FDA claims under state tart

24 law"); In re Commonwealth's Motion to Appoint Counsel Against or Directed to Defender Assn

25 of Philadelphia, 790 F.3d 457, 477 (3d Cir. 2015) (holding that state court could not enforce

26 conditions of federal grant program against federal grantee for allegedly violating federal grant
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1 conditions, because only a federal agency has power to determine if grantee "has complied with

2 the terms of its federal grants and to attach consequences to nancampliance" and the risk of

3 separate state enforcement decisions could "interfere" with federal discretion); Villas at

4 Parkside, 726 F.3d at 534-35 ("The Ordinance puts local officers in this impermissible position

5 [of prosecuting and arresting individuals] based on perceived unlawful presence," which "would

6 allow the state to achieve its own immigration policy" and result in "unnecessary harassment")

7 (internal quotation cna~•ks omitted); United States v. South Carolina, 720 F.3d S 18, 533 (4th Cir.

8 2013) ("allowing the state to prosecute individuals for violations of a state law that is highly

9 similar to a federal law strips federal officials of that discretion"); Alabama, 691 F.3d at 1295

10 (finding conflict where state law allaws the state to "unilaterally determine" whether an alien can

11 live within its borders "regardless of whether the executive Branch would exercise its discretion

12 to pernut the alien's presence"); Buguer v. Ciry of Indianapolis, No. 1:11-cv-00708, 2013 U.S.

13 Dist. LEXTS 45084, at *34-35 (S.D. Ind. Mar. 28, 2013) ("Section 20 significantly disrupts and

14 interferes with federal discretion relating to immigration enforcement and the appropriate,

1 S preferred methods for carrying out those enforcement responsibilities."). rt is the prerogative of

] 6 the federal government, not a state grantee, to decide whether and against whom to seek recovery

17 for false claims related to federal fluids. Accordingly, Oregon may not usurp the federal

18 government's authority and interest in enforcing the grant requirements and principles applicable

19 to the federal funds it obtained under the ACA.

20 This is especially true in this case, which is an even stronger case for exclusive federal

21 control than the cases cited above. Unlike those cases, where presumably valid arsd untainted

22 state interests were weighed against federal interests, Oregon is laboring under an irremediable

23 conflict of interest arising from its potential liability to the federal governnnent for any false

24 claims arising from the development of the HIX. Oregon ultimately is responsible for any failure

25 to manage and monitor the subgrantees and contractors it paid with federal funds. (See, e.g.,

26 Department of Health and Human Service, HHS Grants Policy Statement (Jan. 1, 2007) at I-6,
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1 available at http://ww~vv.hhs.gov/asfr/ogapa/aboutog/hhsgps107.pdf (providing that, as a grantee,

2 a state "is legally accountable for the performance of the award and the expenditure of fluids,"

3 and that "[t]hese responsibilities include accountability both for the appropriate use of funds

4 awarded and the performance of the grant-supported project or activities as specified in the

5 approved application"); see also id. at I-37, 7I-2, II-48, B-S.) Therefore, Oregon itself may be

6 liable to the federal government under the federal FCA for false claims, whether Oregon made

7 them on its own or through its subgrantees and contractors.

8 There should be no doubt that the State faces real exposure to the federal government for

9 its mismanagement of federal grant money. 1'he State's conflict is evident from the face of its

10 complaint, which is all the Court needs to evaluate this question for pcuposes of this motion.

] 1 Lest there be doubt on that point, however, the Caurt should understand that there are volumes of

12 evidence that will also support that proposition. We start with a sampling of statements from the

13 head of the State's Legislative Fiscal Office, Bob C~nmings, who was unrestrained in his

14 criticism of the State's and Cover Oregon's project management, For example, in March of

15 2012, Cummings described the HIX program leadership as

16 [i]nexperienced, undisciplined, and much too reactive to get a

robust, comprehensive new business up in such a short

1 ~ timeframe. * * * In my opinion, the program `side' of HIX has

wasted a goad part of the past 10+ months. If they have made a lat

1 g of progress (which I highly doubt), then they've done an incredibly

poor job of communicating, sharing, and show-casing it.
19

20 (See Johnson-McKewan Decl. Exhibit 1.)

21 Later the same month, Ctunmings wrote:

22 Overall, the HIX effort is dysfunctional and a quality QA [Quality

Assurance consultant] would have been nailing them big time for

2~ most of the past year, Tt was convenient that the pro~x'am side

chose to have little or no independent oversight from the beginning

2`~ of their effort. * * *That decision has allowed them to waste a

good part of the past 8-10 months.
25

2G (Id. Exhibit 2 at 1.)
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1 In May of 2012, Cummings wrote, "[t]he lack of solid key foundational business

2 planning fir the exchange is of great concern to me." (Id. Exhibit 3 at 1.) In July of 2012, he

3 wrote:

4 Both the HIX Corporation and IT staff are `out of control'

charging down a road that may or may not take them where they' d

5 like to be, They are currently building a system without first

6 modeling/designing the business it has to support. This is

incredibly stupid and dangerous.

7 (Cd. Exhibit 4 at 1.) That same month, Cummings wrote to Cover Oregon's Executive Director,

8 Rocky King, that "[t]he fact that no one on either side of HIX can describe the basic process of

9 setting up the business (and its processes, business rules, and data), simultaneous with the IT

10 development cycle (SDLC), the 27 iterations, and the leveraging of Oracle's COTS products to

11 each of the 11 lines of business (including the internal supporting processes), is very

12 disconcerting to me." He continued, in all capitals:

13 THIS IS SO FUNDAMENTAL TO ACTT] IT DEVELOPMENT

PROJECT, THAT THE THOUGHT OF PROCEEDING

14 WITHOUT IT BE1NG FULLY UNDERSTOOD, PLANNED,

AND THOUGHT OUT KEEPS ME UP LATE AT

15 NIGHT, * * *FAILING TO PLAN, I5 PLANNING TO FAIL.

lb (jd. Exhibit 5 at2.)

17 In September 2012, he continued tie drumbeat, writing that the State's failure to develop

18 fundamental business requirements for the HIX was dooming the IT project, noting "[u]ntil the

19 business itself, and its design, are better defined, anything that is developed is subject to major

20 changes in later software iteration development. HIX is busy building software when much is

21 still unknown," (Id Exhibit 6 at 4.)

22 By December, 2012—less than a year before the system was expected to fully go live-

23 King had grown tired of Cummings' lengthy criticisms, and wrote that "Mr. Cummings has

24 received my instructions that no more than 2 paragraphs in IT talk should ever be sent to me — Y

25 will not read anything after two and if they are long, there is danger in losing me even with only

26 2." (Id. Exhibit 7 at 4.)
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1 Cummings' criticisms continued into 2013, observing that "it does not appear that we

2 have a rock solid scope, solid business model, a corresponding fully documented integrated

3 business/1T infrastructure process model, a fully integrated data model, integrated shared

4 services model, all integrated with the use cases * * * I still have not seen a clearly defined set of

S i~r►plementation options * * * [there are] significant areas of risk in trying to build the needed 1T

6 infrastructure for a moving target business." (Id. Exhibit $ at 1.)

? In August 2013, in a repork to the federal gflvernment on project status, the state of

8 Oregon reported that it had delivered a fully functional exchange to Cover Oregon four months

9 earlier. (Id. Exhibit 26.) (Id. Exhibit 25.)

10 When Cummings' predictions came true, and Cover Oregon missed the October 1, 2013

11 go-live dote, Governor Kitzhaber's campaign consultants swung into action.' In November,

12 2013, one of those consultants

13

14

1 S (Id, Exhibit 9.) Not long thereafter,

16 
(id. Exhibit lU),

17 the Governor's campaign staff announced a plan for "some specific, intensive management of

18 the Cover Oregon issues:' (Id. Exhibit 11.)

19 (id. Exhibit 12 at 2), and

20

21 (Id Exhibit 13 at ].)1D By early April, 2014, Patricia McCaig, the

22 chair of Kitzhaber's re-election campaign, advised him that she and Kitzhaber's chief of staff,

23 Mike Bonetto favored a strategy of blaming Oracle:

24
' o This is further confirmed by the 2013 Cover Oregon Annual Report, which stated that the

2S "[a]gent and community partner portal is working," and that "Cpver Oregon's technology plays a

critical role in processing the applications for customers who prefer to apply on their own" (Id,

26 Exhibit 15 at 5.)
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21
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25

26

Mike and I talked affline about Oracle -we're leaning, regazdless
of which option, of Announcing we're going `after' them.
Cobbling a narrative together for the CO thursday [sic] which has
to do with gaffing CO/you on the side of dozng everything you can
to stay within the budget, daylighting what that actually means in
terms of product, and going after Oracle.

(Id. Exhibit 19 at 10.)

This is a small sample of the evidence showing the State's keen interest in blaming

Oracle for problems of its own creation with Cover Oregon; this Court need not consider this

evidence, but it reinforces the self-interested conflict that is evident from the pleadings. Given

Oregon's awn potential (and very substantial) liability to the federal government for its own

mistakes ar malefactions, Oregon has every incentive to deflect to third parties like Oracle, or
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1 even to conceal, all responsibility for its own misuse of federal funds and its failure to monitor

2 the expenditure of federal funds. ~ ~ As a zesult, Oregon's OFCA claims not only interfere with

3 federal law enforcement discretion, but potentially undermine the federal interest in prosecuting

4 waste, fraud, and abuse in federal grant programs. Under these unique circumstances, Oregon

5 cannot possibly be allowed to usurp the federal government's plenary enforcement authority

6 regarding the federal grant ftuwds awazded for the development of the HI~C.

7 In view of the differing standards and remedies in the OFCA and the federal FCA, and

8 Oregon's interference with the federal government's law enforcement discretion, the preemption

9 analysis is not close. 'The ACA expressly vests oversight and enforcement authority over ACA

10 funds in the federal government. Yet with its OFCA claims, Oregon has taken it upon itself to

] 1 determine how and when to enforce the federal govexnment's grant requirements and, in the

12 process, has sought to avoid addressing its own potential liability to the federal government for

13 its own false claims. Oregon has yet to acknowledge the overriding federal interest in the funds

14 it seeks to recover, ar to renounce any interest in keeping any recovery for itself. Because

15 Oregon's usurpation of federal power is impermissible under the Supremacy Clause, its OFCA

16 claims are preempted.~Z

l ~ ~ ~ The First Amended Complaint tellingly asserts that Plaintiffs were damaged by "the full

1 g amount of every claim paid" by them to oracle. (See 1st Am. Compl. ¶ 218.) It never reconciles

that assertion with the fact that the funds in question are federal funds and thus that the injury, if

any, was suffered by the federal government. This raises the very real question of whether
19 pregon intends to repay the federal government if it recovers under its OFCA claims or whether

it intends to keep any such recovery for itself. Nothing in the First Amended Complaint, or in

~~ any other pleading filed by Oregon, indicates any intent to pass on the recovery to the federal

21 
government. Indeed, by Oregon statute, recovery of a judgment would first be used to cover the

State's litigation Fees and costs the state expended. ORS 1$0.780. This raises yet another

potential conflict of interest that further requires preemption of the OFCA. Surely, federal law
22 preempts a state's use of state law and state courts to pursue recovery of federal funds distributed

under a federal grant program that belong to the federal government, where the state's intent is to
23 divert that recovery to tha state treasury and to deflect scrutiny of its own potential liability to the

24 federal government. Unless Oregon is willing to renounce any interest in any recovery in this

lawsuit, xts conflict of interest is overwhelming. No court should allow a state to usurp federal

interests under these circumstances.
25 12 The preemption doctrine regtures dismissal of Oregon's OFCA claims both for failure to state

26 
a claim pursuant to ORCP 21 G(3) and for lack of subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to ORCP

21 G(4). The preemption doctrine deprives this court of subject matter jurisdiction for two
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1 C. Oregon's OFCA Claims Fail as a Matter of Law Insofar as They Are Based on
Invoices Paid With Federal, Not State, Funds.

2

3 Even assuming Oregon's OFCA claims were not federally preempted, they fail as a

q matter of law insofar as they are based on invaices paid with federal funds.

S The OFCA prohibits the knowing submission of false "claims." The Act defines "claim"

~ as "a request nr demand made to a public agency * * *that seeks moneys * * *that will be

~ provided' in whole or in part by a public body, whether directly or through reimbursement of

g another public agency that provides the moneys * * * [.]" ORS 180.750(1) (emphasis added).

9 The Act dunes "public body" to include state ar local government entities, but not the federal

10 gn~ernment. See 4RS 180.750(4) (incorporating ORS 174.109's definition of "public body");

11 ORS 174.109 ("`public body' means state government bodies, local government bodies and

12 special government bodies."). Thus, a contractor's invoice qualifies as a "claim" for OFCA

13 p~pnses only if it seeks money that will be "provided" at least in part by the State. The State

14 "provides" money when it spends its own dollars. When the money "provided" to pay a

15 contractor is purely federal grant money, the OFCA does not apply,

16

1 ~ independent reasons. First, this Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction to adjudicate Oregon's

1 g OFCA claims under the preemption doctrine because federal courts alone have the authority to

impose the civil penalties the FCA prescribes under 28 U.S.C. § 1335, which provides federal

19 
courts with original jurisdiction "exclu'sive of the courts of the States" over recovery of "any

fine, penalty, or forfeiture incurred under an Act of Congress." Moreover, the FCA itself has

certain provisions requiring utilization of federal procedural mechanisms. By establishing

20 exclusive jurisdiction in the federal courts, Congress made the FCA's preemptive effect

21 
jurisdictional. See Int'1 Longshoremen's Assn v. Davis, 476 U.S. 380, 391 (1986) (finding no

subject matter jurisdiction in state court where "Congress intended fnr the [National Labor

22 
Relations] Board generally to exercise exclusive jurisdiction in this azea"). Second, Oregon

courts do not have jurisdiction to hear FCA claims under the preemption dnetrine because state

23 
corals lack jurisdiction over federal causes of action when there exists a "disabling

incompatibility between the federal claim and state-courk adjudication." Gulf Offshore, 453 U.S.

at 477-78. Here, Oregon's cleaz conflict of interest, as well as the facts that Oregon may be more

24 concerned with covering up its own wrongdoing and appeasing Oregon voters than it is with

25 
ensuring that the federal government is made whole, establishes a disabling incompatibility

between the preempting federal FCA claims and adjudication in this Court. Accordingly, the

2~ Court should dismiss the OFCA claims under the conflict preemption doctrine not only for

failure to state a claim, but also for lack of subject matter jurisdiction,
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1 This reading of the OFCA is confirmed by its legislative history. At a legislative hearing

2 on the bill, the Oregon Department of Justice ("D07"}—which proposed and urged adoption of

3 the OFCA—stated that the law's purpose was "to help preserve the tax do1'lars that we are all

4 unfortunately spending," "to make sure that that money is spent on the things that * * *the

5 [Oregon) House and the Senate .decide that the money should be spent nn" and "to deter fraud on

6 the taxpayers" (Hrg. of the Hause Comm. on Judiciary (Feb. 16, 2049)

7 http://Oregon.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?clip_id=6194.) DOJ added that the law was

8 intended "to focus on the areas in which you legislators decide to spend the public money for it is

9 in those areas that unfortunately the fraud will occur as we spend our money." (Id.) "The bill

10 allows DOJ to protect the taxpayers' money, * * *This bill is targeting people who know they

11 are submitting a false invoice to the state of Oregon and want hard-earned taxpayer dollars."

l2 (Id.} This intent was reiterated at the final hearing on the bill, where it was noted that "[t]he

13 purpose of this legislation is pretty simple; it is to help us preserve our precious tax dollars, deter

14 fraud, and punish those who fraudulently bill the state of Oregon," and that the Iaw would aid the

15 "effort to recoup state moneys." (Hrg, of Senate Comm. on Judiciary (May 19, 2009),

16 hrip://Oregon,granicus,com/MediaPlayer.php?clip_id=5047.)

17 Case law further supports this reading of the statute. Although there are no Oregon cases

l8 interpreting the term "provided" as used in the OFCA, cases construing similar language in the

19 federal FCA--on which the OFCA was modeled—are instructive.13 When the 0~'CA was

20 enacted, the federal FCA defined a "claim" to include "any request * * *for money * * *made

2l to a contractor, grantee, or athar recipient if the United States Government provides any portion

22

23 ~~ (See Recording of Feb. 16, 2009 Hrg., http://aregon.
2q granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?clip_id=6194 (noting that "the bill is very similar to the federal

False Claims Act").) Interpretations of the federal law therefore can provide "useful context for

25 interpreting [the Oregon] statute," State v. Walker, 35b Or, 4, 23-24 & n.10 (2014) (Oregon
RIGO); accord Marks v. McKenzie .Flrgh School Fact—Finding Team, 3l9 Or. 451, 457-60

~6 (1994) (Oregon Public Records Law),
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1 of tlye »io►iey "` * *requested."14 3l U.S.C. § 3729(c) (2Q06) (emphasis added). Courts

2 interpreting this provision have held that the federal government "provides any portion" of funds

3 only where the funds axe "[]traceable to the United States Treasury" such that the United States

4 has a "financial stake" in the payment of fraudulent claims. United States ex rel. Shupe a Cisco

5 Sys,, Inc., 759 F.3d 379, 385 (Sth Cir. 2014) (dismissing federal FCA claims because allegedly

6 false claims were paid with money supplied by corporate contributions, even though the FCC

7 regulated the fund from which the claims were paid); see also United States ex rel. Sanders v,

8 Am. Amicable Life Ins. Co, of Texas, S45 F.3d 2Sb, 260 (3d Cir. 2008) (rejecting federal FCA

9 claim based an claims paid through payroll deductions because "the federal government [does

10 not] `provide Q' funds when it simply releases] the salary of its employees (per their

11 instructions) directly to a third party"). As a result, the "submission of false claims to the United

12 States government for approval which do not or would oat cause financial loss to the

13 government are not within the purview of the False Claims Act. * * *Unless these claims would

14 result in economic loss to the United States government, liability under the False Claims Act

15 does not attach." Hutchins v. Wilentz, Goldman &Spitzer, 253 F.3d 17b, 184 {3c1 Cir. 2001)

16 (emphasis added) (affirming dismissal of federal FCA claims based on fraudulently inflated legal

l7 bills submitted to U.S. bankruptcy court because the bills would be paid with money from the

1$ bankruptcy estate, not government funds, even though the banlwptcy court was responsible for

19 approving payment of the bills},

20 Applying this rationale here, any federal grant money that Oregon used to pad Oracle's

21 invoices was "provided" by the federal government, not Oregon. Indeed, those funds are not

22 "traceable" to the Oregon treasury, and the payment of Oracle's invoices with those funds does

23 not cause a "financial loss" or "economic lass" to Oregon. As was true of the federal

24 government's relationship to the FCG-regulated fund in Shupe, Oregon "may have a regulatory

25 14 Although Congress has since amended the federal FCA (and expanded this definition), the

Oregon legislature modeled the OFCA on the pre-amendment language and thus that language is

26 pertinent here.
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1 interest in" Cover Oregon's payment of Oracle invoices, but Oregon "does not have a financial

2 stake in [Cover Oregon's] fraudulent losses." 759 r,3d at 385.

3 Insofar as the invoices here were paid with federal grant money, they do not qualify as

4 "claims" under the OFCA because no part of the money "provided" to pay the claims was state

5 money. S"ee ORS 180.750(1). The First Amended Corr►plaint does not allege that any state

6 money was used to pay Oracle's invoices; it instead indicates that Oracle was paid using federal

7 grant money. (See 1st Am. Compl. ¶~( 44-48, 101, 109.) Thus, Oregon's OFCA claims must be

$ dismissed.

9 D. As the Funds at Issue Are Federal Funds That Belong to the Federal Government,
Oregon Has I~ot Suffered a CognizAble Injury Sufficient to State a Claim for Breach

10 of Contract, Fraud, ar Viotation of Oregon's RICO Lave.

11 Injury to the plaintiff is an essential element of Oregon's breach of contract, fraud, and

12 ORICO claims. See, e.g., Moini v. Hewes, 93 Ox. App. 598, 602-03, 7b3 P,2d 414 (1988)

l3 (stating that "[d]arnage is an essential element of any breach of contract action" and granting

14 .INOV where "there was no evidence that plaintiffs suffered damage due to [defendant's]

15 breach") (citing Wm. Brown cfc Co. v. Duda, 91 Or. 402, 406-07, 179 P. 253 (1919));

16 Conzelmann v. Nw. Poctltry c~ Dairy Prods. Co., 190 Or. 332, 350, 225 P.2d 7S7 (1950)

17 ("Comprehensively stated, the elements of fraud" include "consequent and proximate injury,"

18 "[e]ach of these] essential elements of fraud must be proved, and the failure to prove any one or

19 more is fatal to the cause of action"); Ainslie v, First Interstate Bank of Oregon, N.A., 148 Or.

20 App. 162, 187, 939 P.2d 125 (1997) (affirming that the ORICO statute "makes civil liability

21 under ORICO contingent on proof that the plaintiff suffered damage `by reason of the

22 defendant's violations of OKICO").

23 In this case, Oregon has not alleged any cognizable injury. To the contrary, Oregon's

24 claims for breach of contract, fraud and ORICO violations seek to recover federal funds to which

25 Oregon, as a state grantee, has no claim. (See, e,g., Johnson-McKewan Decl. E~ibits 20-22, 24

26 at Attach, A ¶ C.2); In re Joliet-YVill Cty. Cmry. Actto~ Agency, 847 F.2d at 432-33. Any
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1 recovery in this case would belong to the federal government, not Oregon. See 45 C.F.R.

2 § 92.52 ("Any funds paid to a grantee in excess of the amount to which the grantee is finally

3 dekermined to be entitled under the terms of the award constitute a debt to the Federal

4 Government,") 's

5 Oregon has no claim to recover damages purportedly intoned by the federal government.

6 It therefore cannot satisfy the mandatary injury-in-fact requirement of its claims for breach of

7 eantraet, fraud and ORrCO violations. Accordingly, those claims must he dismissed. Oregon

8 may not use its own laws to piggyback on alleged harms to federal taacpayers.

VII. CONCLUSION.

IO Under both Oregon law and federal law, Oregon's lawsuit is unauthorized, unlawful, and

11 ultra vires. All of Oregon's claims are precluded by Oregon's own statutes; Oregon's OFCA

12 claims are federally preempted and fail as a matter of federal law; and Oregon's fraud, breach of

13 contract and ORICO claims are also fatally defective because the funds they seek to recover are

14 federal funds in which Oregon has no recoverable interest, Because the function of ensuring that

15 the ACA funds awarded to Oregon were properly expended is exclusively the province of federal

16 law, Oregon's lawsuit should be dismissed.

17 DATED: March 7, 2016

18

19

20

21

22

23

LANE POWELL ~c

By
Milo Petranovich, OSB Nn. 813376
Pilar C. French, OSB No. 962880
docketing-pdx@lanepowell.com

~a

24 ~ s GSee Johnson-McKewan Decl. Exhibit 23 at II-24 (HHS Grants Policy Statement defining

"reasonableness"' requirement for allowable costs; if the funds weze misused, they must not have

been "necessary" and thus aze not recoverable by the grantee). See id. at II-2S ("[t]he cost

2S principles * * *address considerations such as whether the cost is of a type generally necessary

26 
for the organization's operations ar the grant's performance"}; id. Exhibit 24 at Attach. B. ¶ 5

(O1~IB Circular No. A-87 noting that "bad debts * * *are unallowable").)
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